Audiences are saying...

"Phenomenal film. Life-changing"

"I feel 'whole' after watching the film. It makes connections that I don't encounter in everyday life. It made me feel larger than myself, like I am a part of something bigger."

"This is by far the best film on our modern agricultural system, and an alternative view, that I have ever seen."

"Beautiful. Courageous. It has raised my awareness to a whole new level!"

"It has re-awakened in my soul what I have known all along and now I must follow. Thank you."

"I've never been an animal lover, and I guess always thought those who were were kind of crazy. This, however, changed my mind."

"This film broke my heart in the best possible way. I love that the film is so compassionate not just to the animals but also to the farmers. Their journey is our journey, everyone who has gone from using animals to embracing non-violence. I want to show this film to everyone I know."

"I can honestly say that after seeing this film I am changed for the better."

"We are truly all connected, and this film shows this better than any other."

"It was wonderful, extremely moving, and not just another documentary that is utterly depressing -- because you showed people with changed hearts."
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"Touched my heart and opened more compassion, kindness and mercy in me."

"I work with individuals with disabilities and strive to interact at all times with respect for their individual humanity. However, I don't extend that to the entire animal kingdom. This film finally challenged that disconnect. I've moved to a new consciousness again."

"It was touching, powerful and emotionally gripping. This film will create change. Inspiring!"

"Thank you for bringing my awareness to a shift of consciousness that is happening on a global level... seeing this movie, today, will affect the choices I make in what I eat. The humanity and courage of the people in this film touches me deeply -- people living their values -- and that is what needs to change... beyond our prayers, we can make a difference in how we live.

"I considered myself to be informed. I HAD NO IDEA! Thank you for opening my eyes and my heart."

"I'm not entirely sure whether to thank you for this exposure or whether to wonder if this opens a whole Pandora's box of questioning a large part of our culture and daily life. It was a fantastic film, extremely well done and very tender. I will only know how it affects me when I get quite a way down the road. Good luck with this endeavor."

"I cannot wait until it comes out on DVD so I can share it with everyone I know."

"Intense. Meaningful and significant. Big messages to share. Emotional. Thank you!"

"This film really brought home to me how many people are being hurt by having to shut down their essential selves -- how bits of them die every day. It's a truly compassionate story."

"Everyone on the planet needs to see this film. I am deeply moved."
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"I can honestly say that after seeing this film I am changed for the better."

"We are truly all connected, and this documentary shows this better than anything else out there."

"Fantast! BRAVE! Life-changing and life-affirming!"

"Very clarifying, morally and ethically.

"Our world needs this message -- it was heartfelt, hopeful and inspiring. I'm overwhelmed and grateful."

"The first time I cried and laughed at the same time. I feel awakened and alive. I've never viewed a movie of this kind before."

"One of the most powerful films I've ever seen -- an inspiration -- thank you."

"This movie awakens a love I have closed myself to -- Beautiful!"